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IBC Stand 2.A34

DVEO Launches Secure Accelerated File Transfer Solution
Based on Patented Technology
Faster File: Secure AFT with RIFT™ Delivers Large Files
Quickly, Reliably, and Securely over Public or Private Internet
San Diego, California -- DVEO®, a well respected supplier to leading telco TV/OTT and
cable operators around the world, is now shipping their real time high speed file transport
solution. DVEO will feature the Faster File: Secure AFT with RIFT™ at the International
Broadcasting Convention (IBC), September 15-19, in Amsterdam, at stand 2.A34.
The Faster File: Secure AFT (Accelerated
File Transfer) with RIFT (Real-time
Internet File Transfer) enables fast,
dependable, and secure IP file transfer of
large size digital assets. It utilizes
DVEO's patented DOZER™ ARQ
(Automatic Repeat Request) UDP packet
loss correction technology to ensure errorfree delivery over long distances, over
private or public wired or wireless Internet.

Real Time
High Speed File Transport Solution -Faster File: Secure AFT with RIFT™

"FTP, the standard protocol for IP file transfer, is adequate for transferring smaller data sets
but breaks often when very large files need to be transferred between computers. It is also
slow and not secure," stated Laszlo Zoltan, Vice President of DVEO. "The Faster File:
Secure AFT with RIFT solves these problems. It corrects packet loss and jitter, accelerates
file transfer by utilizing larger packets, and secures the file transfer via AES-128 encryption.
And it automatically retries and resumes if an internet connection is interrupted."
Industries that require accelerated file transfer with security include entertainment,
government, financial services, oil and gas, teleradiology, and publishing. The Faster File:
Secure AFT with RIFT is suitable for transferring video, digital movie dailies, radiological
data, CAD files, maps, and more.
The Faster File: Secure AFT with RIFT ships as a pair of two compact Linux® based
systems. Both units can be placed behind firewalls. The solution is also available as a
software license via an SDK option.
DVEO, DOZER, and Faster File: Secure AFT with RIFT are trademarks of Computer Modules, Inc.
All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.

Supplemental Information for Press Release
Features:
 Able to move any size digital asset securely at maximum speed over poor network
conditions
 Utilizes 128 MB super chunks
 Automatic retry and resumes if connection is interrupted
 All content is encrypted via AES 128
 Works well across networks with high packet loss
 Web GUI is manageable from anywhere – includes some scheduling
 Ships with designated IP addresses on each unit
 Provides audit trails
 Supports concurrent file transfers
 Utilizes full bandwidth available
 Low power consumption
 Both units can be placed behind firewalls

Suggested Retail Prices:

Faster File: Secure AFT with RIFT -- per each License: $1,500 U.S. in low volumes, $50
U.S. in high volumes
Hardware Transmitter or Receiver: $1,995 U.S. each or $3,990 per pair
About DVEO®
DVEO is a well established, privately held entity headquartered in San Diego, California,
since 2001. DVEO develops and sells broadcast quality video encoding and streaming
products, media servers and ad insertion solutions to leading Telco TV/OTT and cable
operators around the world. The DVEO solutions enable multi-screen service delivery to
any device, anytime, anywhere in the world. Deployment models include turnkey
installations and cloud-based service delivery. All solutions are built on Linux OS and
Intel Xeon-based platforms to ensure 24x7 reliability, and feature DVEO-developed
software for maximum flexibility and upgradability, ensuring long term investment
protection. These ultra-reliable products are matched by valuable pre-sales consultancy,
outstanding post-sales service and support, and -- not least -- unusual affordability.
For more information on DVEO, please contact Rebecca Gray at +1 (858) 613-1818 or
rebecca@dveo.com. To download the DVEO press releases and product images, visit
the news section at www.dveo.com.
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